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9.00 Participants' registration

9.30 Welcome addresses
Prof. Andrea Trucco.
Vice-rector of International Affairs
Prof. Realino Marra.
Dean of the School of Social Sciences
Prof. Guido F. Amoretti Ph. D.
Head of DISFOR - Department of Education

Round table 1st part: Learning from the past
Chairman: Prof. Antonella Primi

10.00 Prof. Nicoletta Varani Ph. D., Department of Education, University of Genoa: Azerbaijan’s framework

10.20 Prof. Ilham Memmedzade, Director Institute of Philosophy, National Academy of Sciences of Azerbaijan, Philosophical Mutual Influences of Azerbaijan and Italy in Contemporary Epoch

10.40 Prof. Francesco Surdich, University of Genoa, Felice De Vecchi: a person from Milan in Azerbaijan in the XIX Century

11.00 - 11.20 Break

Round Table 2nd part: Looking to the future
Chairman: Dott. Diana Spulber

11.20 Prof. Isakhan Valiyev, Head of the office in Knowledge Foundation Under the President of The Republic of Azerbaijan, Democratic Legally Reforms as a Basis for Partnership

11.40 On. M.P. Cristina Bargero, Institutional relationships between Italy and Azerbaijan

12.00 Prof. Zohra Aliyeva, Head of Department of International Relations of Institute of Philosophy, National Academy of Sciences of Azerbaijan, Azerbaijan—Italian Relations: In Prism of Interreligious Dialogue

12.20 Discussion

13.00 - 14.15 Break

Round Table 3rd part: Intercultural links
Chairman: Prof. Guido F. Amoretti

14.15 Prof. Elsevar Samadov, Senior researcher at Institute of Philosophy, National Academy of Sciences of Azerbaijan, Consideration of Problem of Cultural Diversity and National Identity in Prism of Italy and Azerbaijan

14.35 Camila Hashimova, Lecturer at The National Academy of Art of Azerbaijan, Cultural relations between Azerbaijan and Italy in Contemporary Period

14.55 Prof. Alessandro Figus Ph. D., Link Campus University, Azerbaijan between multiculturalism and interculturalism: an open society

15.15 - 15.40 Discussion

Poster Sessions: posters will be available starting from the beginning of the event in the same room in which round table will be hold. Poster will be on: Development Tourism Perspectives in Azerbaijan (Varani N., Moscattelli C.); What Italians know about Azerbaijan: an analysis by means of social networks (Bernardini E.); The poem of Alexander by Nizami Gandzevi: a meeting between cultures (De Andreis S.); Italy-Azerbaijan route: University cooperation (Spulber D.); Baku and architecture: from Soviet building style to the Archistars (De Boni F.); Learning and education in Azerbaijan (Mamayusupova K.)